
Rebo at Work
Reflecting on Working, Learning, and Learning Goals 
with the Reflection Guidance Chatbot for Apprentices

 Reflection is a core process of
self-regulated learning.

 Guiding apprentices to reflect on
their work practice improves their
learning and trains reflection as
an important skill for future
lifelong learning.

 Reflection fosters organizational
learning and establishes
expansive learning environments
for employees.

RQ1: How do apprentices interact with Rebo at Work?
picking a fitting work task; identification of task as learning
opportunity & verbalization of the reflection process;
picking a learning objective they think relates to it

RQ2: How do apprentices reflect with Rebo at Work?
Qualitative evaluation of reflection dialogues

RQ2 - How do apprentices reflect with Rebo at Work?
Individual and varied reflections: analytic reflection, emotional
reflection, self-reflection, various learning insights

RQ1 - How do apprentices interact with Rebo at Work?
1. Reflection object specified in all interactions
2. Identification of work as learning opportunity and verbalization of the

reflection process: 98% of interactions
3. Picking a learning objective and associating it with the learning

experience: 83% of interactions
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Part of a 9-month-field study in an ongoing
research project with 6 companies and 72
apprentices.

Research setting and study participants

 6 months
 51 apprentices
 2 companies
 90 interactions with Rebo at Work

Analysis
 Coding of chatbot interactions
 Kuckartz’s content structuring qualitative

content analysis

RESULTS
Interaction with Rebo at Work

1. Apprentices pick a work task they attribute importance to
2. Rebo guides reflection on different aspects:

(1) description (of work experience)
(2) emotions (experienced while working)
(3) judgement (of outcome)
(4) learning (framing as learning opportunity)
(5) planning (intended future behavior change)

3. Rebo helps to associate a learning objective and reflect on it
4. Apprentices self-assess their competencies with the

learning goals rainbow widget

Translated (average) example interaction: first interaction of an apprentice with Rebo at Work

Rebo at Work online Tool

Hi Alexis
hello

What work do you want to talk about today?
About the additional delivery of ILTS

Please explain to me in your own words what you did, step by step.
I got a list from my supervisor with ILTS, where I should add the rest 

of the ILTS that were missing.
What did you really like about this job, and what didn‘t you like?

I liked all of it.
It‘s really cool when you have fun in your job!
If you assess yourself, school grades 1-5, how would you grade the 
result of your work and why?

1, because I‘m doing a very good job
Nice :)
Was there a time during your work where you didn‘t know what to 
do, or was there something you didn‘t understand?

No
What did you learn from this work?

How to do a subsequent delivery in the app AMS
When you have a look at the learning objectives or your job 
according to the training regulations, which ones did you tackle with 
this work? Click on one of the fitting learning objectives in the widget 
on the right!

If you want me to give you a tip, write ‘give me a tip‘.
The learning objective is ‘I can use company hardware and software‘.

Please explain to me what you learned concerning this learning 
objective.

I have improved my work on the computer, and I have learned a lot 
from that.

Nice! :D
You can record in your widget that we talked about this learning 
objective! Maybe you can move the slider a bit to the right :)
When you tackle similar tasks in the future, what will you do 
differently and what will you do the same way?

I will do everything the same as last time
Sounds good!
Which other application does this have in the field?

Almost exclusively in the office. But there are also departments that 
work with AMS.

Thank you for discussing this with me, now we‘re almost done ;)
Okay

Everything ok from my side too.

Cheers, same here

I found our chat really ok, everything‘s on track ;)
How was our talk for you?

Have a nice day! I look forward to our next chat :)

hello

About the additional delivery of ILTS
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